
Communication

How can we ALL communicate better?
Feedback Response

Why not come and spend some time with current suppliers, and find out how things actually work and the 
what the real, practical, day-to-day issues are? Then you could solve stuff. (This is something we've been 
offering for years).

We have taken all this feedback on board, and the following channels have been incorporated into our TS3 Comms Plan:  

•        CCS website - GOV.UK news story, technology catalogue page on GOV.UK and RM6100 on sub-domain
•        Landing page on sub-domain to use for social media (separate page will help evaluate success of social media)
•        Agreement Flyer, Buyers Guide, Supplier Toolkit
•        Regular webinars/meetings/reviews - including Customer and Buyer forums. 
•        Recorded Customer webinar which will be downloadable on the CCS website
•        Twitter (several times over the course of the project)
•        LinkedIn (variety of messages over the period)
•        Direct email to existing and new suppliers to keep them up to date with progress
•        Supplier newsletters
•        Targeted customer update emails
•        Sector specific leads Dedicated contact for agreement
•        Script for CSC Helpdesk
•        Dedicated Launch Events and promotion via major Public Sector events, e.g. Digitech
•        Tech Marketing Campaign
•        Case Studies 
•        MI insights on market data

The frequency of each comms channel will vary, but they will be a mix of montly, quarterly and ad-hoc

Our table really really likes the idea of buyer /supplier get together every 6 months or so with updates, 
spend, good lessons learned
Need to establish a User Group made up of CCS, customers and suppliers to formulate the way ahead - 
today has been good but it is a bit like designing by committee 
Would really like face to face visits from CCS - haven't seen one yet
just keep pushing out updates through a central portal/route
More "human to human" interactive sessions - customers, CCS and suppliers
you are!
Not use Menti
The newsletters are useful. A direct award webinar and guidance on Basware would be good
Wider landing page for everyone to go to find the important items
Nominated Points of Contact in CCS with multiple contact methods (phone, F2F, email, social etc.)
Needs for suppliers setting up on the frameworks is different from ones who are established. Very clear 
instructions and intensive support during supplier registration would be beneficial.
Small inconsistencies can be very difficult for suppliers, e.g. e-sourcing tools is sometimes called Jagger, 
Bravo and other names across documentation and messages
Would appreciate better guidance on how to sign up for communication offered on slide, e.g. supplier 
toolkits
by getting feedback openly and also by making the contracting & award much more transparent - preferably 
along the lines of G-Cloud
Regular digital communication
no problems with current methods
create connects between buyers and suppliers that are not vehicles for conference providers to charge 
suppliers to attend. There are countless approaches for ""CCS sponsored"" events that are effectively 
marketing companies trying to sell us advertising and stands.
I find the communication very good
communication portals 
increase Q&A opportunities within a portal. 
What are CCS doing to communicate with customers?
CCS webinar facility for true engagement
Celebrate wins and share failures so we can all learn

Customer "journey" examples. Eg how did customer X improve their procurement processes by engaging 
with CCS?
Helpdesk/support teams don't always have answers, or provide conflicting advice.

Making sure there is consistency of info and up to date info on different sections of the website re eg 
framework extensions etc.
The engagement day we found worked really well. Suppliers, buyers and CCS all in the one room. Great to 
work through the framework and plans and feed into future iterations of TS.

CCS and supplier roadshows?
Social media (MS Teams/Slack) groups
Differentiate between different types of emails - they all look the same whether it is something important 
regarding a compliance requirement or marketing an event or giving me useful info. In particular, short and 
eye catching for compliance issues would be great.



You do a good job already - but it's a pity I can't see the webinar replay. I can only see TS2 webinars - and 
the TS3 webpage says the webinar will be available in March 2020.

We have taken all this feedback on board, and the following channels have been incorporated into our TS3 Comms Plan:  

•        CCS website - GOV.UK news story, technology catalogue page on GOV.UK and RM6100 on sub-domain
•        Landing page on sub-domain to use for social media (separate page will help evaluate success of social media)
•        Agreement Flyer, Buyers Guide, Supplier Toolkit
•        Regular webinars/meetings/reviews - including Customer and Buyer forums. 
•        Recorded Customer webinar which will be downloadable on the CCS website
•        Twitter (several times over the course of the project)
•        LinkedIn (variety of messages over the period)
•        Direct email to existing and new suppliers to keep them up to date with progress
•        Supplier newsletters
•        Targeted customer update emails
•        Sector specific leads Dedicated contact for agreement
•        Script for CSC Helpdesk
•        Dedicated Launch Events and promotion via major Public Sector events, e.g. Digitech
•        Tech Marketing Campaign
•        Case Studies 
•        MI insights on market data

The frequency of each comms channel will vary, but they will be a mix of montly, quarterly and ad-hoc

Whilst I missed the last meeting, regular ones may be good for dropping in as and when required. I 
appreciate that may be resource intensive though. Maybe q+a webinars would be good? Submit questions 
in advance, discuss collectively on the day. 

The technology services mailbox works well as a communication tool. It seems to be used primarily for 
administrative purposes (for example, sending contract variations). Given the broad scope of the framework 
(and the plan to implement an accompanying DPS) supplier newsletters and/or engagement events during 
the framework would be welcome

Monthly or quarterly review and working groups.
I raised the point on the day of having a monthly (or maybe 6 week intervals) webinar across all frameworks 
just to communicate progress. Updates on frameworks in flight, updates on those planned etc. 

Can you provide feedback on each framework from a customer perspective (how well it works, etc.)

Encouraging more customers to provide feedback on submissions - this is often always a problem - we 
cannot improve if we do not know what we have done wrong
would be good if there was a live forum we could use and see what people are asking and your responses

Understanding how individual suppliers work isn't the same as understanding what the market can do and 
can lock into that supplier. Better to collectively engage
Provide easy access to TS2/TS3 spend data - similar to the Power BI access on Digital Marketplace for 
GCloud and DOS spend data.

We are happy to provide spend data and if it can be provided without using the same Digital Marketplace platform as 
DOS and G-Cloud

Will you be providing an answer to all the questions asked during this engagement? It has been somewhat 
difficult to understand answers

Hopefully the feedback provided in this document will answer all your questions.  If not, please don't hesitate to contact 
us at the email address provided

When speaking to CCS framework leads they support their own camps to get the spend and don't 
necessarily give the right answer

Each framework has experts to help and advise, but if the feeling is that the advice given is not appropriate, we 
encourage this to be raised as a training issue.

Have a CCS broker service to advise which framework is best for a customer
CCS has a Customer Service Centre who field 1st line enquiries. They understand the high level requirements, and will 
then forward to the relevant framework team.


